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Abstract 
"Rekindled and Other Stories" is a short fiction collection that also exercises multiple craft 
elements of fiction like point of view, voice, form such as flash fiction. Its themes include 
women and their autonomy, obsession, dysfunctional families, and race. This collection features 
nine pieces that range in terms of narrator/voice and subject matter to reflect the experience of 
the contemporary woman. The objective of this collection is to explore feminism and intimate 
relationships through the lens of fiction. 
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Introduction 
 “Rekindled and Other Stories” is a short fiction collection that has been in the making 
since my undergraduate years as an English Writing minor, unsure of a future in writing 
creatively. Though I had been on a completely different career track, that Writing minor both 
validated my desire to write and taught me to write well. The experiences and education I’ve 
garnered—both then in those uncertain times, and now in graduate school for a Master’s degree 
in Literary and Cultural Studies—have been essential to exploring my writer’s voice. Curating 
my creative writing thesis meant pulling from this background as I wrote my way into what 
would become my themes. I’ve used this time in the graduate program to experiment by 
emulating the writers I studied in and out of class. I’ve also exercised multiple craft elements of 
fiction like point of view, voice, form such as flash fiction, and style to unearth my subject 
matter. I’ve learned how to write both as a creative writer and as a literary critic. “Rekindled and 
Other Stories” is not simply the product of my academic knowledge and lived experiences; it 
also a manifestation of my intense compulsion to write.  
 To analyze one’s own writing for themes and craft, to put one’s pieces into a literary 
context, can be daunting tasks. But during the process of rereading and revising, I’ve identified a 
few recurring threads and influences. For instance, themes such as women and their autonomy, 
obsession, and dysfunctional families persist through each piece. These ideas often appeared in 
my creative nonfiction and poetry, as those genres frequently demand autobiographical substance 
and transparency. They’ve additionally found their way into my fiction, inhabiting multiple 
stories. Subconsciously, I’ve taken cues from the candidness of confessional poetry, in which 
writers like Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath mirror their experiences through their compositions in 
To Bedlam and Part Way Back and Ariel respectively. This sensibility to reflect lived 
experiences follows this collection through to the end. In addition, the fiction of James Baldwin, 
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such as Go Tell it on the Mountain, taught me the importance of grappling with social issues and 
allowed me the courage to discuss feminism, race, and religion in my fiction. For example, the 
motif of sin appears in nearly half of this collection and feminism is discussed in the majority. 
Lastly, Margaret Atwood’s lyricism and overall command of language, particularly in The 
Handmaid’s Tale and Oryx and Crake, greatly influenced each piece. Read along with Carmen 
Maria Machado’s Her Body and Other Parties, Atwood’s experiments with genre drove the 
writings of my later work.  
 This project incorporates many disparate narrators and voices, but each of them seeks to 
replicate the experience of the contemporary woman during stages of adolescence and young 
adulthood. In “Bellyache” the unnamed narrator is a detective who comes home from work to a 
home in disarray, half-inhabited by an estranged husband who refuses to allow her to live 
independently. This story exemplifies many of my recurring motifs—autobiographical content, 
first-person narration, spare language—and serves as an introduction to one of my primary 
themes: autonomy. It also illustrates a woman’s decision to have an abortion against her 
husband’s will and how this choice changes her marriage, but this piece is largely set in the home 
with the protagonist performing the traditionally feminized chore of cleaning. The entirety of the 
story takes place in the domestic space, despite the narrator’s subversion of typical gender roles 
in both her employment and lack of desire for a child; influencing this were my readings of Betty 
Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique. Friedan coins the Housewife Syndrome, which the narrator of 
“Bellyache” experiences. The confessional style of Anne Sexton’s and Sylvia Plath’s poetry 
influenced me to consider the Housewife Syndrome in a modernized setting, letting the stream-
of-consciousness narration air the protagonist’s grievances against her husband’s psychological 
abuse. 
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The next three pieces jump back in age from the early adulthood of “Bellyache” to 
teenage years in order to explore the uncertainty of adolescence. Through the stories of each 
female protagonist, I suggest that high school often jumpstarts a young woman’s exploration of 
her autonomy. “Easter Weekend,” for example, focuses on fifteen-year-old Marlena who mimics 
her sister’s open, theatrical nature, locating independence from her family by extension. In 
addition, this piece introduces a recurring theme of obsession, in which a protagonist finds 
herself driven by her fixation with another character. “Sixteen” is the first piece of flash fiction 
that appears in this collection; within the brevity of its structure, it investigates the pressure 
society places on young women to maintain their smiles through a narrator who “is making 
[her]self sick” with her efforts to conform. Thirdly, “Late to Saturday Mass” remarks the 
perspective of self-exploration as sin, utilizing a protagonist who tries to negotiate her definitions 
of sinfulness and personal freedom. This piece also remarks on dysfunctional families by 
showcasing both violence and piety in the father figure, using this trope to discuss religious zeal 
similarly to Baldwin’s Go Tell it on The Mountain. In summary, each protagonist of these three 
stories exercises her agency by breaking the rules of her family and worlds.  
In the very middle of this collection is a piece called “Like Wildfire,” which neatly ties 
together the themes of autonomy, obsession, and dysfunctional families. This piece additionally 
incorporates science fiction elements into an otherwise literary story. Told in first-person point of 
view, an agoraphobic young woman, Emma, details how her unhealthy relationship with her 
stepmother worsens in the face of a contagious disease. Emma only experiences autonomy 
through her interactions on the internet, which her dependence on her stepmother inhibits; so 
when a sickness begins to spread in their city, she is forced to face the consequences of this 
fixation head-on. In crafting this piece, I considered Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake and The 
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Handmaid’s Tale, which are both novels that fall under the genre of speculative fiction because 
of their focus on social commentary as they intersect with sci-fi elements. After reading Carmen 
Maria Machado’s “Inventory,” a story detailing a plague-like apocalypse through a woman’s list 
of sexual partners, the idea of bending genres to examine character manifested in this story. 
Finally, “Like Wildfire” seeks to use the trope of dysfunctional families further the metaphor of 
illness as it echoes the spread of paranoia. 
“A Moment of Communion” focuses more heavily on sexism, particularly in how 
sexuality is differently policed between genders. While much of this flash fiction centers on the 
tension between a father, a daughter, and a boy who is discovered in her closet, the ending finds 
the father offering solace to the boy rather than his daughter. This piece uses the brevity of the 
last paragraph to comment on sexism without being didactic or imposing any firm interpretation. 
In addition, I experiment with point of view to incorporate not only the perspective of the young 
girl, but also that of her father. While I usually write in first person and third person limited, I felt 
it necessary to include the view of the father to keep the ending more ambiguous than polemical. 
And because of my interest in discussing the difference between sin and personal freedom, my 
intention with this piece of a flash fiction was a rehash of that theme but rendered in a distinct 
way. 
“Something Out of a Dream” relies on character conversation and subtext to create 
mystery and distort the underlying plot. Inspired to write something as dialogue-driven as Ernest 
Hemingway’s “Hills Like White Elephants,” I leaned on my experience with screenwriting to not 
only craft natural discourse, but also bury the twist of the piece. Written from the perspective of 
Jake, I emphasize the theme of obsession in a very overt way, as much of the narrative focuses 
on his responses to Talia, the object of his fixation. His longing to preserve the last day of their 
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relationship quashes his partner’s concerns. In addition, I kept the language spare in order to 
train the reader’s eye on the subtleties with which Jake gaslights Talia, from lying about the 
softness of her hands to deceiving her about his intoxication and the death he has caused that 
evening. Like “Hills Like White Elephants,” this piece seeks to examine coercion and the 
silencing of women. 
My last experiment with flash fiction comes in the form of “Untitled,” which is 
comparable to the last two pieces in terms of point of view, but dissimilar in the social 
commentary it makes. Condensed into a single paragraph, “Untitled” portrays a clash of cultures 
when a white man feels othered at a Filipino celebration. Though he observes the festivities and 
partakes in the food, he is unable to communicate with his Filipino wife or her friends. When his 
biracial daughter approaches him, he mocks the language of those around them—his actions 
normalize casual racism to his child, and with portraying these in fiction, this piece’s intention is 
to depict a potential origin of prejudice. As with “Late to Saturday Mass” and “Like Wildfire,” I 
again lean on the theme of dysfunctional families, this time to interrogate microaggressions and 
their ability to generate prejudice in others. 
The title story is also one of the first I’d written: “Rekindled.” This piece was one of my 
initial forays into short fiction, establishing the motif of obsession that would permeate my 
writing for years to come. “Rekindled” follows Denver, a recovering alcoholic who breaks her 
sobriety when reuniting with a former friend. Denver’s obsession with this friend causes her to 
overlook her own well-being, a recurrence seen in pieces like “Easter Weekend” and “Like 
Wildfire.” In addition, this story aided me in employing basic storytelling techniques for the first 
time: building tension, establishing character motivations, dialogue, pacing, and setting. While 
different from a book like The Handmaid’s Tale, “Rekindled” takes cues from Atwood’s prose 
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and from the hot and cold relationship between Handmaid’s protagonist and her former best 
friend.  
The production of these stories has brought me closer to a better understanding of myself 
as a writer—or at least, who I hope to be as a writer. As my themes have become more defined, 
I’ve gained the confidence to wield them rather than question their validity; and as I’ve 
experimented with different elements of fiction, I’ve gained valuable practice with prose. I plan 
to continue writing for years to come with the skills I’ve built from crafting this collection and 
from learning to read and write at the graduate level. I am grateful to have been able to produce 
this work, and I hope you find it an interesting read. 
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Bellyache 
Outside, I can already see traces of his looting, a pilferage of the home we’d built: the 
lawn bears a budding desire path from the front door to the driveway, and a potted plant lies on 
its side. Sitting in the driveway, I imagine him walking to and fro, kicking over my peonies and 
grimacing. He always did grimace, no matter the occasion. I get out of my car, hit the lock button 
on my key fob five times out of paranoid habit, and step into the lawn. Taking slow steps up the 
same path to the porch, I wriggle my feet into the faint prints of his own shoes, foot by foot. In 
my exhaustion from the week, I brush past the plant, leaving it horizontal and untouched.  
 “Peonies,” he had said, “are for romance and prosperity.” Not so long ago, it seemed. 
He’d winked, elbowed me, held the plant out. “And for a happy marriage.” 
 The front door swings open into the blackness of the house, beckoning the sun to bare 
more hints of my husband. There are scratches in the hardwood that go back and back, into the 
kitchen, up the stairs, from boxes dragged and punted out to his car. I reach around for a light, 
flick it on. Standing in the doorframe, all the apprehension I’ve been carefully ignoring collects 
in my chest: it’s dark matter, settling into my brick of a heart. The crime scene I’d visited just a 
few days before sharpens in my mind, the vision of a dead pregnant body and blood that I can’t 
easily shake. My new habit has been to throw my work things into the barren living room and 
slouch into the kitchen, striking each light switch, so I do. The sidearm is placed carefully down, 
the badge is haphazardly tossed. The fluorescent light flickers overhead. 
I try my hardest to eat, to fill the hollowness in my stomach. The sound of my swallows 
is wet and loud in the stillness, a quiet I’m not yet used to. My boots end up cast in a corner, my 
jacket lying in a heap behind me, and gradually I shed everything at the kitchen table. There is no 
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one here to see my nakedness, no one to inspect how round or how narrow I am, and I take 
advantage of that. My breasts are small again. My skin is sallow. I eat.  
 Upstairs, I spread out beneath the blankets in a queen-size all my own. Bordering the bed 
is my laundry—not in hopeless heaps, but in a flat layer against the wooden floor, where my 
husband has trekked one trail into the bathroom and one into the hall. There are week-old paper 
cups of Listerine knocked far from the bedside table where he’s hauled away the lamps and, 
cruelly, some of my books. And though my newfound messiness eats at me, what’s worse are the 
signs of his intrusion. The little hallmarks of my husband’s pillaging are obvious against the 
disarray, and it sends a flush to my cheeks.  
The ghost of his hands creeps along my belly, unbidden. I wrench the covers over my 
head. It’s not yet late, as the sun finds its way through the threads of my blanket, threatening to 
stand me up, force me to clean my messes and put on the T.V. But I can’t be tempted; the house 
is barren and jumbled, and I need a moment, just a moment. I’m not on call this weekend so I 
have plenty of time. The image of that pregnant corpse—roundness and stab wounds—flashes in 
my mind, but I envision the night sky, counting sheep instead. I edge myself into the middle of 
the bed, between my old spot and his. I pretend to be a child sleeping between us.   
 I wake up early the next morning and try to fix it all. I can’t wait any longer. I scoop the 
paper cups into the trash and fold the clothes on the floor, separate his things from mine and 
leave his in a pile at the front door. I pluck little mementos resting on the bookshelves and desks 
from their hiding places and lob them into a trash bag. Goodbye, Little Rock snow globe. 
Farewell, Rock and Roll Hall of Fame drumsticks. This is better than sulking like a juvenile or 
brooding over the work week. I feel useful, if a little numb, darting from room to room with arms 
full of things to sort. The way my husband meddles in the house when I’ve gone to work has 
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worn me down; I wish he’d make a quicker job of leaving me, but I suspect that this loitering is 
his form of retribution. We’d have small fights back when we first moved into the house, spats 
about his clutter and how his chaos spun its way into my order. I see echoes of those squabbles 
now, when I come home to the garbage bin sitting diagonally where it was once straight, or when 
I go to the bathroom to clean myself up and find the toothbrush lying squarely in the sink. I use 
this Saturday morning to remedy all of these offenses, as I’ve silently done two weeks in a row 
now. But there’s a fresh anger to my cleaning, especially as I do the work of unmarrying our 
belongings for his sake. The house is emptier, and the bare floors provoke me to smash the 
remainder of his things. In the kitchen, I finger a mug he’s left, one with his face emblazoned on 
the inside of it. I think of shattering the damn thing, but I use it for instant coffee instead, 
drinking until there’s a murky layer left in the bottom.  
 “My mom had that mug made. Thinks this kind of shit is funny,” he had said, sighing. 
We were standing in his old apartment when I had yanked the cup from the back of a cupboard, 
laughing at the how his likeness scowled back at me when I flipped it upward. I squinted with 
one eye, comparing the surly image in the mug to the man in front of me. 
 “She really made sure to choose the right picture, huh? Really representative of you, with 
that angry little face,” I’d said, swiveling the cup in my hands. I pointed to his frown in the 
imprint. 
 “She says that’s how she remembers me when I was a kid.” His face relaxed, and he 
stroked my elbow, caught the cup from my grasp. “Always glaring at her and my dad. They 
thought I’d never grow out of the angst, like I brought it with me from the womb. I was a 
mistake, you know.” 
 “I think I remember you telling me that. I was, too.” 
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 He’d smiled. “You’d think that it’d be easy to just not get pregnant. Not get have a kid. 
And if you do have one, to not tell your kid that you planned on aborting them.” Then his smile 
fell into a grimace, not unlike the picture in the mug.  
 I go now to the sink in our house and dump the dregs of coffee down the drain, hoping to 
compare its picture to the memory in my mind. I want to it to incense me, but the twist of his lips 
only makes me a little sad. The mug rattles as I drop it, but it doesn’t break. 
  I’ve avoided turning the T.V. on, and its blankness taunts me as I clean the living room. 
My gun sits underneath it from the night before, cast aside in my nightly molting. I take my 
firearm and badge and papers strewn across the sofa, and I run them upstairs before memories of 
work can seize me again. It’s the weekend. I am cleaning. I return to the living room, and with 
my back to the T.V., I study the glass cabinet there—a hub of clutter—for more of my husband’s 
leftovers. I stow away plaques praising his architecture, leaving the ones lauding my policework 
inside, and I feel a tingle of superiority. He never was proud of his detective wife. I move my 
awards higher, center them. Pulling figurines of baby angels, storks, and little pastel dragons 
from the depths of the cabinet, I toss them into his pile, ignoring the sound of cracking glass. 
When I twist the head off a stuffed tiger from his youth, the tearing of thread makes me feel a 
little better. 
 I’m a machine as I labor, and the day passes almost without incident. Outside, I hear 
neighbors mow their lawns and children fooling around in the street, but no one ever pulls into 
my driveway. A habit of paranoia, I go to the backdoor from time to time and listen to the 
backyard. I leave every door in the house agape and glance around their openings. Some 
irrational part of me fears I’ll round a corner and find a woman splayed on the floor, cheek flat 
against the hardwood, and this keeps me on edge. But despite my diligence, I feel last night’s 
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desolation creep back into my chest, grief and fatigue furling around me like smoke. I pause in 
the bathroom, sitting atop the toilet, and fiddle with bottles on the counter. My hands find a 
sample of cologne, a small bottle my husband later replaced with a full-size he’s taken with him, 
and I depress the mister. The scent of him clogs the room, and I gag, starting for the hallway, but 
it follows me. He follows me. And I’m smelling him, and I’m hurting, because I’ll never 
apologize, and he’ll never forgive me. 
 I stagger into the bedroom and collapse into the middle of the bed again, stupid and 
childish in my sorrow. I know that these emotions won’t stay, that the intensity of them will 
eventually lessen, but they pin me to the bed and hold me there. They jostle me left and right, 
they coax wetness from my eyes, and I’m disgusted by it. Everything in me yearns for normalcy, 
for the body and mind of a woman untethered—but here I am, bursting. I remember the peonies 
out in the yard, the mug sporting his grimace sitting in my sink, and then I think, deliberately 
now, about that crime scene that stuck with me this week: a dead woman I’m afraid to glimpse in 
the news, three months away from delivering the baby and stabbed to death by the husband. I’ve 
seen many bodies like hers before. I look almost nothing like her, know no one that shares her 
features or her name, but something about her pierces me. Something about her stings. And so I 
see her, the corpse that’s shadowed me home. I can’t stop seeing her, and I cry for the thought of 
going back to work and coping with it, for the idea of being reminded so soon. And when I’ve 
cried tears enough to gather myself up, to forget, I go downstairs and box up my husband’s 
possessions. One last circle around the place, and my house is free from him. 
 “I have a say, I have a fucking say. Why would you do that without telling me?” he had 
said. “Your fucking career? You don’t love me? You weren’t ready? What the fuck is it?” His 
face was aglow, and his hand pounded a hole into the wall beside my ear. He was crying. 
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 “Maybe it’s all of those things,” I’d said.  
* 
 On Sunday, the next day, the end of my weekend, I glide on socked feet around the 
hardwood. I slide from the bedroom to the hall, downstairs into the kitchen. I’m out of instant 
coffee, so I brew tea and drink it on the living room sofa. The vacancy of what was once a home 
with my husband envelops me, infecting every inch of the place. I press the warmth of the mug 
to my belly, feeling that now familiar vacancy. I press it to the emptiness within. Am I missing 
that little parasite? 
 The blankness of the T.V. taunts me still, though the memories of the dead body I’m 
dreading to hear about are vivid all on their own. I reach for the side table where I keep the 
remote. Its absence, its purposeful absence, sends something white-hot down my spine, and I 
spring to my feet wildly. The remote isn’t anywhere in the house. My husband’s hidden it, or 
taken it, and I am sick of the way his punishments wound me. I hate them. 
 I’m sitting upstairs, shaking, when I hear a key in the front door. It opens with a hesitant 
creak, and there’s a pause when he walks in, a moment of tension where there never was in our 
life before. I think about how he used to be when he came home: all dark eyes and agitation, 
trailing one too many pumps of cologne into the foyer.  He calls my name now, but I don’t move. 
My nightclothes don’t cling to my body like they used to, don’t collect my sweat, and beads of 
moisture run down my sides. The sounds of cardboard against his dry skin drift up the stairs, and 
the boxes of his things are dropped outside on the patio with a bump. There’s a shuffling and 
clanging of his keyring before a single key is placed on the floor. Then the door swings shut. 
 I steal down the stairs to look out the peephole, and my husband is loading his car with 
all the things I amassed the day before, plodding along the desire path he’s shaped for the past 
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two weeks. Through the tininess of the eyehole, I’m examining him like I do my suspects, and I 
see he’s losing weight. Like me. He sways as he stacks his boxes. He’s nearly gone. But before 
he leaves for good, he walks back into the lawn, haltingly, and scoops up my potted peonies. His 
fingers linger on their petals. I want to run outside and scream, because they aren’t his to take. 
But then I move away from the door, enfolding myself into my own arms. I’d made my choice, 
and even of the peonies, I have nothing more to say. 
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Easter Weekend 
When she told the story, Marlena would always start with the same line: “There were two 
places I felt at home. At least until my sister disappeared." 
The first was the renthouse, which had three bedrooms: one where Lily slept, one for that 
quiet, uncomfortable roommate, and one empty, offering only a futon and a nightstand. On 
weekends, Marlena liked to come and jimmy a window or two, climb inside and settle down on 
the futon. On weekends, she could pretend to be five years older. A housemate that lived 
minimally and took no shit. But tonight, every room, every horizontal surface, was occupied with 
dancing, drinking, sex, other things maybe—Marlena’s makeshift bed, she knew, was engaged in 
some Friday evening business. And so she came through the front door instead, a rare 
occurrence: no reason to sneak around when there was a boy lying motionless in the front lawn 
and a throng of girls filming their night on the porch with shaky hands. Marlena pushed past 
them all and wedged herself through the door frame, scanning faces of the partygoers for her 
older sister, Lily. Among the dancers who swayed and sloshed beer froth onto their clothes, she 
recognized coworkers of Lily’s, some ex-girlfriends, and childhood companions, and even an old 
teacher. Marlena knew the characters of her sister’s story better than she did her own. Some 
turned to wave at her, press drunken kisses atop her head, and with a false grimace on her mouth, 
she leaned in. Of course she did. 
 “Where’s Lily?” The question came out falteringly, soft in her throat though she’d meant 
it to be forceful. An annoyance was growing within her, one that demanded her sister and her 
clean futon, one that despised how the frequency of these parties took those comforts away. And 
it was a special Friday, too. Good Friday, meant for fasting and abstinence and sisterly bonding 
over terrible parents. But no. The few friends before her—three old co-workers, all in Lily’s 
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good graces—peered at Marlena first with glassy eyes, then with recognition. They shrugged at 
each other in a circle. Mirrors, all the same.  
 “Lily? Shit, I don’t know, do you know?”  
 “Haven’t seen her in the living room, and I’ve been standing here for a while.” 
 “Lily, Lily, where could you be?” The girl sang this and laughed, resting her hand on one 
of the boy’s shoulders. The other boy looked pained. And with that, Marlena knew the 
conversation was over. She straightened her backpack and said her thanks. Beyond them, in the 
depths of the living room, were a mix of college students and older people who teemed around 
the tiny couch and television. There were partiers as old as their parents there, but with sagging 
faces and yellowing teeth. Marlena could hardly see the opposite wall where the household 
painting of The Last Supper hung, and the kitchen counter was obscured by plastic cups and beer 
cans. Trying to maneuver between everyone, all at least a head taller, seemed pointless. Trying to 
squeeze back into the hall to the bedrooms would be even worse; Marlena pictured it, from 
previous experience, as lined with couples consuming one another, hands and tongues 
everywhere. She exhaled and inched away, further into the mass of drinkers and smokers. 
Perhaps closer, somehow, to her sister.  
 Marlena’s presence at these parties was more than sporadic, but still far less than 
common. Nonetheless, she earned very few stares in her schoolwear and short-limbed, boyish 
frame. This was Lily’s house, and she was Lily’s sister, so it didn’t matter that she was fifteen 
and looked it. She could drink, if she wanted. She smoked when it was offered to her, pale 
cigarettes the length of her finger and the taste of raisins. The college kids would film the party 
and conspicuously aim the camera down, zooming right in to her scowling face (a phony frown, 
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really, because she loved that the most). And even on days like these, when Marlena wanted to 
be alone with Lily, these parties were okay because she belonged. 
 A tug on her backpack strap. Honeyed breath down her cheek. Marlena turned, 
anticipating her sister, but looked up at a colorless face.  
 “Lily isn’t here,” said the boy. Not a boy, like the others. A man. She couldn’t remember 
this one. She couldn’t place his wide eyes and intensity, and she felt a shiver of disgust in lieu of 
recollection. Ex-boyfriend maybe? Her eyes dipped to his shirt, a familiar emblem of a nineties 
band emblazoned upon it, and she knew: the roommate. It wasn’t disgust she felt, but anxiety; 
seeing him was unusual, but his appearances scared her shitless. Once, when she was sneaking 
into the renthouse late—a fight with her mother, hair torn out in clumps—he moved in the 
darkness of the backyard and touched her shoulder. We ought to give you a housekey, he 
whispered. I thought you were a thief. His palm, down to her elbow. In his other hand, a 
pocketknife glinting in the light of her upraised phone. She couldn’t remember his face or his 
name, but she never forgot that. 
 “Where’d she go then? Isn’t this her party?” Marlena said, shifting away. He smiled at 
her, and it was friendly enough. His arm dropped to his side, and he wrung his hands, somehow 
nothing like that memory.  
 “I think she went to get more ice or something. Gas station beer, maybe? I—I just saw 
you standing in all these people, and I felt bad to see you alone. Can I get you something?” 
 “No,” she said, “that’s okay. Maybe I’ll wait for her in her room.” 
 “I wouldn’t suggest it,” he laughed. The coldness between them thawed, and he leaned 
down, smelling both sickly sweet and of cleaning fluid. “I can clear out my room, if you have to 
do homework or something.”  
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 “No,” she said, “that’s okay. It’s like midnight. I can wait.” 
 He smiled again, gestured weakly at the hordes of people around them. And then he 
turned, almost mechanically, and pushed through the crowd, though it seemed to give way at his 
touch. The college kids moved. The roommate was gone. 
 Marlena stood for a quiet five minutes before eyeing a can of beer, feeling that familiar 
desire to be seen. She swiped the can from its owner, who looked shocked, flatteringly surprised, 
and the people around them laughed. Marlena the showman tipped her head back and swallowed 
the poison whole, backpack still securely behind her like a good high schooler—the college kids 
filmed her, whooping, and Marlena heard them chatter about Lily, wondering where she was to 
see the spectacle. Crushing the can beneath her foot, she glanced around for another; and soon, a 
girl that looked just like her but with thick, spidery eyelashes squeezed through from the front 
door. Marlena turned to her and felt relief—or was it just the beer?—wash down her body, but 
she wasn’t much for moving in that sardine tin of a living room. Lily was almost empty-handed, 
only a small pipe raised triumphantly in the air, but Marlena heard her own name hissed from the 
crowd, like a warning. The pipe disappeared. Her sister stood on her tiptoes and found Marlena’s 
eyes. 
 “Baby!” she shouted, but as they watched each other, Marlena felt anger bubble inside 
her. She felt stupid in her backpack, stupid mashed up against all of Lily’s closest friends. Stupid 
as she thought about the roommate and his breath on her, stupid as the beer fizzed down her 
throat. 
 “The hell, Lily”—her voice was small and gross, even as she yelled over the din—"I 
needed you tonight. I texted you.” 
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 “Baby!” Lily shouted again, and she swam through the crowd. “Honey, I know, I was out 
getting party favors. I didn’t think you’d come so quick.”  
 Marlena glowered up at her, dramatic as she spat on the floor at her feet. She shifted her 
backpack against her: a fighting gesture. “I had a bad day, and I needed you,” she repeated. 
“Why throw a party tonight?” 
 Lily fumbled at her pockets, elbowing people as she did, then reached for Marlena. “I 
know, I know. Sacrilege and all. Let’s get you to bed.” 
 Wet sounds, slurping sounds, came from the door of the “empty” bedroom, and Lily 
banged into it, withdrew a half-dressed couple. “In you go,” she said to Marlena, who went and 
scraped at the futon with her nails as if to drag the germs away. She lay upon it, couch-style, 
lifting a blanket from the floor. Twenty minutes passed before the bedroom door reopened; 
Marlena couldn’t sleep, wouldn’t sleep, and the sound of her sister shocked her. Lily fell through 
the doorway with some stranger’s clothes draped loosely across her frame, a weird outfit she 
would never wear, something inherited through sex. Marlena had hardly a moment to squint at 
her. The futon upright didn’t deter Lily—she fell onto Marlena, nuzzled her shoulder with a 
sweaty forehead. Her clothing flattened against Marlena like an added blanket, the buttons of the 
shirt digging into her. 
 “Don’t be mad, don’t be mad.” Lily said it twice, thrice, a fourth muffled time. 
 “I’m not—where were—” 
 “I know you are, honey, it’s okay. I know you wanted to talk about shitty shit, and we 
still can, we can right now, right?” 
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 Marlena didn’t answer, tense underneath her sister. Lily smelled rancid, and her body was 
fidgety. Her hand came up, pulled into the air by a puppeteer, and tapped against the head of the 
couch. “Let me make it a bed.” 
 But with the futon laid flat, Lily squirmed restlessly and hardly spoke. In moments she 
muttered an apology and was out into the party again. Marlena curled up, defeated, and raised a 
hand to the smallest of bald patches on the top of her head. A yank at her hair. She was sore with 
disappointment.  
 When she’d tell this story later, she’d talk about how uncomfortable she was in the living 
room, how much she wanted to talk to Lily about their mother, and she would focus on that 
unease. Lily, so elusive and so present, would sweep dramatically into the story, but those 
mentions of her would be short in the retelling. She’d tuck Marlena in, and make her breakfast 
the next morning, but Marlena would never see her sister again after she’d ducked through the 
back window, away from the smells and sounds of ham and pancakes, away from talking about 
the night before. And Marlena would tell her listeners that, passing through the driveway, the 
roommate sat in the bed of his truck, smoking a cigarette. He’d offered her one, which she’d 
irritably declined. None of it was dramatic, no. These moments weren’t “moments,” outlined in 
red by hysterics or excitement, worth remembering at all. They just were. 
  
The second place that Marlena felt at home was a five-minute walk from her parents’ 
house: out her window (she could’ve used the front door here too, but clambering through 
windows just felt more like something in a movie), a left turn down their street, then a right turn 
into a cul-de-sac headed by a grassless path running into the woods. The trail led to a river where 
Lily used to take her when things weren’t great at home. Marlena’s friends liked to fish there 
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sometimes, and she liked to watch them with glazed eyes. Thinking. In the middle of a clearing 
cut in half by whooshing water, and lined by trees bent inward like bowing gentlemen, was 
Marlena’s second haven. Marked with cardinal flowers and stray six pack rings, it was a back-up 
for the futon when Lily’s selfishness drove her away, which it often did these days. This was the 
place that Marlena would end her weekend.  
 It was Sunday now. The morning was spent tight-lipped in church with no sign of her 
sister. Marlena thought that the least Lily could do was come to mass on Easter and stabilize 
their parents with her rare presence, but she knew she shouldn’t have been so hopeful. When Lily 
went off to college (and dropped out of college), sightings of her became more infrequent—if 
those sightings were nourishment, her family was starved. Lily herself began to look famished, 
the glow of her warm skin paling and her cheekbones jutting. Scabs appeared on her face, a face 
she wouldn’t show in their childhood church, Marlena knew.  
 Then came the drive home, her mother hunched over the steering wheel and her father 
quiet with folded hands. Still praying, maybe. They parked in their driveway, and Marlena 
stepped out and walked down the street, Easter dress and all. Behind her, her mother slammed 
the car door and her father protested weakly—something about togetherness and lunch—but 
Marlena continued down, unheeding. A left turn, then a right turn into a cul-de-sac, then the path 
into woods where her friends would be fishing and she would watch. Thank God. Her dress 
flounced against her thighs, and the dirt ground beneath her ballet flats. She clenched her jaw and 
followed the river to her favorite clearing, where Daniela and Albert sat against rocks with their 
fishing poles. Where tranquility came to her in waves. 
 “Happy Easter,” she called, and her friends turned, gave half-smiles.  
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 “Happy Easter,” said Daniela, getting to her feet. She reached for Marlena, clasped her 
closely, briefly, and turned back to the river. “Missed you yesterday.” 
 “I was trying to lay low, I guess. My mama and I aren’t getting along so great, and she 
didn’t like that I went to Lily’s on Friday. Lily didn’t even come to church today.” 
 “How is she?”  
 “Fucked up.” The three were quiet, save for the reeling of Albert’s fishline. He pulled it 
in, cast it out again, and Marlena sat back into the dirt. Lily was a tired subject, but she could 
think of nothing else she wanted to say. 
Daniela glanced at her helplessly, then reached for her own pole. “I haven’t heard…good 
things lately. My brother was at the party too.” 
Marlena inhaled softly. Fiddled with her hands. She tried to sound casual. “What do you 
mean?” 
“The usual stuff,” Albert answered. So they’d already gossiped without her. He put his 
pole down, his foot resting atop it. “You guys want to go for a walk down the river? It’s a 
holiday, let’s just chill out. We talk about this all the time.” It was true; they did. 
Daniela pulled her fishing pole from the water and held a hand out to Marlena, who was 
reluctant. But the trio stood and followed the water. They talked of other things. None of them 
had done their American History homework. All of them had spent an inordinate amount of time 
thinking about the new boy at school, and they conjectured about the number of freckles on his 
face. They spoke about their parents, mourned the close of their weekend. So far from the 
spectacles of home and the neglect of her sister, Marlena softened as she talked to her friends. As 
her happiness grew, so did her theatrics; she shouted and gestured wildly and laughed with them. 
When they came to a log blocking the water, they crossed to the other side—Marlena, so full of 
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excitement, got her shoes wet—and made their way back toward their meeting spot. She was 
feeling much better. 
Albert squinted into the distance and then ran ahead, returning with a billowy button-up 
and wide-legged pants. “Someone’s out here doing dirty shit. Naked.” 
“That’s so ugly, give it here.” Daniela laughed, snatching the shirt from him and 
brandishing it across her torso. Marlena could smell it, sweaty and sour, and she leaned away 
gagging. 
“Stop,” she said, but Daniela waggled it underneath her nose, so she took off sprinting 
down the river. Peals of laughter echoed behind her, a soft sound of crumpling as they dropped 
the clothes to the ground. Marlena ran to a place where stones rose to the surface to the water and 
bounded across them, stagey as she waved and blew kisses at her friends so far behind. But the 
two didn’t run to catch up with her; they fell into a slow walk together, and Marlena felt a pang 
of exclusion. A longing to see her sister.  
Here is where Marlena would pause in her retelling of these events, widening her eyes at 
her listeners. She would consider that she was being theatrical, disrespectful to the memory of 
her sister; but in the intensity of the moment, Marlena would brush off the shame. Instead, here is 
where she would remind them that she would never see Lily again. Someone might ask, “But 
what does all this mean? Why is hanging out with Albert and Daniela important to the story?” 
And Marlena would lower her voice to something like a whisper and say, “Think about the 
clothes.” 
The clothes, she hypothesized, were the ones Lily wore on Friday night, the ill-fitting 
threads that clung to her sweat and clung to Marlena. Marlena didn’t know that at the time; she 
pieced it together like a detective far after she left the cul-de-sac. As she went away from that 
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river, her sanctuary, her second home, she heard a truck start. She saw a flash of a colorless face 
in the driver’s seat, but she thought nothing of it. In that instant, there was nothing more normal 
than someone driving in a neighborhood, glancing at passersby. 
 Lily’s roommate would tell everyone who asked that she left on Easter morning, said 
Lily was on meth, headed out to get more and never returned. And everyone would nod their 
heads knowingly. And Marlena’s parents would close their eyes, tight-lipped. That’s so like her. 
We wouldn’t expect any less. But Marlena felt that she knew better. Felt it in her bones, in her 
marrow. She measured the truth in all those moments that weren’t quite “moments.” 
She wouldn’t feel at home, anywhere, for years. She couldn’t go back to that renthouse, 
but Lily’s absence bore down on her everywhere she went anyway. No texts. No calls. No letters. 
And months after that Easter Sunday, she went and sat in the place by the river where they’d 
found those strange clothes, wishing they were still there so she could know for sure. She 
replayed that party in her head, over and over. She’d recount these scenes to anyone who would 
listen.  
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Sixteen 
Get out of bed at 6:43 am with a sinus headache. Swallow two candy-coated Advil with 
tap water. Brush your teeth for just one minute, forgetting to floss. Smooth down the frizz of 
your hair in the bathroom mirror; tie it back and grimace at the planes of your face. Look at 
you—you’re just like everybody else. So practice your prettiest smile. 
Go to the kitchen for a pack of gum. Chew four pieces for breakfast before first period. 
Take the slow, easy drive to the high school, but ride the bumper of each car you end up behind. 
Slink into English class late and cheat on the vocabulary test—what’s “jejune” mean anyway? 
Make eye contact with the teacher, who watches quietly as you finish. Write your name at the 
top of the page in topsy-turvy script. 
Shriek at a friend in the hall. See your boyfriend in the hall. Kiss him on the mouth, with 
tongue, and smile at him goodbye. Cover the taste of his Camel saliva with a fifth piece of gum.  
Go to art class and get charcoal on your hands and your white peasant blouse and your 
mouth. Let the senior with brown eyes look down your shirt when he comes over to wipe away 
your smudges. Get kicked out of class for laughing too loudly. Rattle the doorknob—it’s locked. 
Bang on the classroom window until the teacher closes the blinds in your face. Wander the 
school. Duck into a bathroom when a hall monitor rounds a corner, looking for you. Sit on a 
toilet with the cover down, sending text after text, until the lunch bell rings. Put on lipstick in the 
mirror. Look at you—nothing new, nothing notable. So practice your blandest smile.  
Go to the locker of the girl you think is your best friend. Ask her for a Klonopin, take one 
straight from the bottle. Wrap your tongue around its chalkiness. Let it soften in your mouth. 
Drive your boyfriend to his house and light his cigarette. Remind yourself that this is 
what makes you happy. Have a piece of gum for lunch.  
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Decide you’ve had enough school and go home instead. Suck the sugary exterior of a 
new Advil in the kitchen. Check the master bedroom for your parents. Find yourself home alone. 
Stand on the kitchen counter to reach the Captain Morgan on the highest shelf. Pour too much 
into a mug of hot chocolate. Pour the whole thing out. Call your boyfriend on the landline and let 
him tell you all about WWE wrestlers. Put on the TV to watch the Tyra Banks Show as he 
drones.  
Hang up when your mother comes home. Smell cigarettes on her and ask where she’s 
been. Know she means “the casino” when she says “running errands.” Doze on your little 
brother’s bed as you wait for him to get off his middle school bus. Wake up when he does show 
up, but only to tell him to let you sleep. Hear your father come home. Stand beside the kitchen 
table as he eats his dinner. Stand in front of the TV so he’ll look at you. Shrink away when he 
does.  
Lay down for the night with your head still throbbing. Reach into your nightstand for the 
blue velvet jewelry box where you hide your pills. Take two Benadryl. Take two more. Take too 
much. Wake up at 2:39 am to dry heave into the toilet. See your pale face in the bathroom 
mirror. Look at you— you’re probably making yourself sick. So practice your toughest smile. 
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Late to Saturday Mass 
The boy sleeping next to her wasn’t snoring, which was peculiar because of how much 
they had smoked. The pair had spent the afternoon coasting along on the sweetness of a cannabis 
delirium, a nicotine high, engulfed in drowsiness. What sinners they were. Esther tried to rub the 
sleep from her face, but the summer around them weighed her down like an added sedative. She 
lifted her head, and beams of sunlight slanting in from the window dashed against her gaze. She 
lowered her eyes to the floor, littered with stray socks and crumpled shirts—she would have to 
go soon, late for mass as she was, sinner as she’d always be, but she didn’t want to wake the 
sleeper beside her. There were too many bits of herself strewn about this boy’s bedroom floor, 
and she wished for the long and gentle limbs of a spider so she could scoop them up, all at once. 
A fifteen-minute drive away, the cathedral called to her, and staggering a little, she collected her 
things and left. She didn’t say anything to the boy, nor to his mother dozing on the sectional that 
she passed in the living room. 
In the car, she tapped the edges of her foundation back into place with one hand and 
steered with the other. She refreshed her lip balm and doused herself with a plastic bottle of 
fragrance, though nothing would conceal her smokiness. This was her Saturday afternoon ritual; 
this was sacred and holy. Driving past her high school in sticky clothes, passing the casino in a 
condition not yet sober, she was liberated for a whole fifteen minutes.  
The cars around her seemed to part as she drove, and their compliance eased the fear of 
being late. It was a small town, and five o’clock mass wasn’t popular, so the congregants that did 
attend would notice her tardiness right away. They’d gossip, of course. They’d tell her father. 
That prospect made her rigid with worry because it meant that he would order her to go Sunday 
mornings again, and Esther had worked so hard to earn this independence, this Saturday 
clemency free from his watchful eyes. She checked the time on her car’s stereo, inching the gas 
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pedal lower, and reminded herself that this lateness would be her third strike. The first strike, a 
result of Mrs. Guerrero’s loose tongue. The second, when her father had surveyed the parking lot 
for her absent car. Best to run in gasping, to look like she had struggled to make it, if her fellow 
worshippers were to testify against her anyway. 
The church sat in the center of downtown, hedged into place by a bail bond store, a thrift 
shop, a tiny art gallery. Esther liked coming around sometimes, if only because attending mass 
meant being closer to some semblance of a city. Its exterior was beige and gray, tall and broad—
commonplace, it reminded her of every other structure in the town. The building was invisible to 
her as she parked; if she didn’t make eye contact, she could pretend that she was doing anything 
else. Walking into a job, perhaps, where coworkers would give her wide smiles, and she’d sit at 
her very own cubicle to eat lunch. Drifting into a museum with no admission fee, where she 
could tinker with little electronics and listen to children laugh. She had many such fantasies, and 
her imagination ran rampant as she sat through those Saturday homilies. She wished for so many 
things that would never be fulfilled in a town so small. 
As planned, she sprinted from the car to the front double doors. She moved through the 
foyer in three lunges, then walked straight to a pew at the top of the nave. The congregation was 
singing, and Esther dropped to her knees to mimic piety and prayer. She had forgotten to chew 
gum and reapply deodorant, but it was too late now. 
Sleep and weed and sweat reeked from her as she sat with her hands clasped, her eyes 
shut. She pressed her forehead to the wood of the pew before her. It smelled old, and she felt 
childlike against it, her mind awash with memories of the sun beating down as she’d driven to 
church. She thought back even further, to the boy and his bed, distracting herself with those 
images. In the distance, a loud popping sound like early Independence Day fireworks rang out, 
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but when she jerked her head up, the other congregants merely sang on, oblivious. She bowed 
again. Her apprehension ebbed away as she was filled with a blankness, but it was shallow and 
short-lived. 
The congregation was still singing when Esther chanced another glance around, warbling 
on despite a blonde, crop-topped girl striding hurriedly down the middle of the nave. They sang 
even as she whispered to the priest, relentless as he strode prematurely to the front of the small 
crowd. He extended a quivering hand, and the melody died. Esther sat back in the pew, 
wondering irrationally whether she’d been caught for something. Was this erratic display for 
her? Around her, the parishioners melted back into their seats, their hymnals stowed rapidly 
away. Beside Esther, a little boy leaned into his mother, who squeezed his shoulder with a 
puzzled smile. Her husband turned to catch both pairs of their eyes, murmuring softly.  
“Good evening, everyone. Please, sit,” said Father Daniel. He looked around, pained, and 
lowered his palm. “It’s been brought to my attention that there’s an emergency outside. A 
situation that will require us to stay seated here, if you would.” There was silence, only a murmur 
or two disturbing the pause. 
Esther twisted in her seat to take stock of her company. No more than twenty congregants 
had shown that day. She surveyed the motionless faces of some family friends huddled together, 
necks red from nervous scratching. The little boy next to her thumb-wrestled with his mother 
impassively, and his father gaped at the priest. Had the mass gone uninterrupted, Esther thought, 
none of this would have seemed out of the ordinary. For a moment, she glanced about at the 
stained-glass windows and caught the eye of a thorn-crowned Jesus. While the priest assured the 
congregation that he’d keep them posted, Esther held a staring contest with the inanimate 
messiah.  
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As the parish waited, whisperings of a shooting made laps around the pews. 
The news came from cell phones connected to the world outside—every neck in the 
church was bowed to their text messages. It was like worship. Gunfire wasn’t uncommon in their 
little town, but that didn’t prevent the hysteria, panic, and prayer that followed. Some 
parishioners rocked in their seats; some sank to their knees. Mrs. Guerrero herself knelt dutifully 
with eyes shut tight. Frantic Spanish whispers blended with English murmurs, and the few 
families present seemed to inch closer together. Hearing the rumors made Esther’s stomach 
clench. Was she sitting in the midst of another mass shooting? Would a stranger burst into the 
church and gun them down? Esther couldn’t see it, didn’t want to see it. So she slumped and 
gazed up at the high ceilings, yearning for the wings of an angel so she could fly to the rafters, 
away from the murmurings that threated to ignite her terror. Just an hour before, she had been 
half-dressed and mellow, breathing in a boy’s summer musk. How far away that wickedness felt, 
sitting here in the sanitized, disconcerted church.  
If she was going to die, at least she’d have that memory, she thought. At least she’d had 
her last fifteen minutes of freedom. Esther slid down and down, her knees against the pew in 
front of her. She felt hot, and her face was a little wet. 
The little boy and his family had procured an old bulletin and were playing tic-tac-toe in 
the margins. Esther watched and thought of her father. If he were here, there’d be no such fun. 
Before she began to go to church on Saturdays, Sunday mass was the loneliest hour of her week. 
Her family went without fail. Not even sickness could thwart their devotion. Her father would sit 
between Esther and her sisters, his iron gaze on the life-sized crucifix at the head of the 
sanctuary. He was as always the picture of virtue. If Esther said anything that was not a prayer, 
his hand would affix to her wrist, and he’d squeeze until her sharp inhale. She couldn’t imagine 
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what he’d do in a situation like this—perhaps, even with the threat of gunfire, he’d grasp her 
wrist just for slouching.  
 
That night, Esther drove home with the radio off, cold sweat drying on the back of her 
neck. She was going home to her father, more quickly than ever, to tell him about the old woman 
who was shot near the church parking lot by a teenager targeting bottles with a parent’s gun. Her 
mind rushed with narrative potential: She’d tell him how she nestled in the pew, afraid that it was 
something worse, like the shootings she kept seeing in the news. She’d tell him how suffocated 
with dread the parish felt. She imagined him feeling sorry for her, scared for her, gentle in the 
spikiness of her anxiety. Her father would lean in to hug her for the first time in months, and 
perhaps he would forgive the lateness that she would confess to him only after she told him the 
dramatic parts. 
 Esther wasn’t quiet as she reentered their home—she bustled through the front door and 
called out to her father. She found him sequestered in a corner of his bedroom, and she drew near 
to him, already rambling. He regarded her with blank eyes, then concern, then a cocked head. He 
inhaled deeply. And with mounting dread, Esther realized her mistake. But she couldn’t stop 
talking. She could taste her own smokiness, strangled by the scent of sex on her, thick and stale 
and only narrowly masked by sweet perfume. She was still blathering as her father rose from his 
chair, grasped her shoulders, and leaned in to smell her hair. His grip tightened, and before he 
even spoke, Esther knew he assumed the worst. The rest of the encounter—loud and bustling,  
traversing every room in the house—she’d block from her mind. 
 There were no more Saturdays after then, no more snatches of freedom. The Sunday 
morning masses felt suddenly endless. But when Esther gathered the courage to go, to move out 
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those many months later, she had come to understand that, yes, she was a sinner. No, she was not 
pure. Perhaps she didn’t need to be. But she thought often of that Saturday evening mass, 
remembering it for its stillness, and she smoked a cigarette as she dragged boxes out to her car. 
She did not tremble as she backed out of the driveway, because such withdrawal was righteous. 
Leaving now was sacred. Leaving now was holy. 
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Like Wildfire 
When the outbreak came to our city, I was sure that if Opal caught it, we’d go down 
together. That was just the way of things, how they’d always been. When Opal was sick, she 
carried her illness home, left whatever it was on the front doorknob, smeared invisibly across the 
kitchen counter. She liked to share, and I suppose my body liked to partake, as I couldn’t think of 
a single time that she’d been sick and I hadn’t. Since Opal had come to live with my father and 
me, my childhood, adolescence, adulthood was filled with memories of the two of us bundled up 
on the living room couches, gorged on game shows, the air between us thick with germs and a 
desperation to be well. Getting sick together had always been unavoidable. And with the 
outbreak so close, so tangible now, it felt like only a matter of time.  
 We found out, as we did with most news, from the television—Opal sat snug in her 
armchair, and I knelt close by with a stack of laundry at my knees. I glanced at her, as I often 
did, just to check. And when the infographics changed, and the voice of the anchor onscreen 
grew somber, I saw Opal’s eyes widen and her body tense. She leaned forward a little, scratching 
her forearm raw.  
“Are you listening, Emma?” she said. 
 “Yes,” I said. 
 “They say it’s spreading.” Her fingers carved their red paths across her skin, wrist to 
elbow and back.  
 “Like wildfire,” the anchor said. 
 “Like wildfire,” I echoed. I pinched together the shoulders of a button up and creased it 
into a square. I ran my hand across a pair of socks. Was it stupid, to think only of my computer 
hidden away upstairs, growing fat with messages from strangers? Was it greedy to want to steal 
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away and read them; foolish, to ignore the screen in front of me? The impulse felt a sickness all 
on its own. 
 Opal leaned back. “Well, if you aren’t worried…” 
 “I’m not,” I said. “It’ll pass. We’ll be okay. And if we aren’t—” 
 “Then we’ll share, won’t we? Can’t help it, can we?” She smiled, pleased at our little 
inside joke.  
 The screen began to flash with warnings. Symptoms emerge slowly, the anchor narrated. 
Infectious, largely asymptomatic until the end, he warned. Then the screen flashed a death toll, 
though a tiny one. I glazed over these things until the anchor, blue-eyed and stern, returned and 
leaned towards the camera. I studied his beauty for a second, rubbing at my wrist, before I 
remembered I was meant to laugh with her. “Let’s try not to get sick if we can help it. Let’s stay 
healthy together.”  
 She leaned over to the end table and caught hold of the remote, passing it to me. “Enough 
of all this, then.” 
 So I flicked through the channels until I found some comedy she liked. But afterward, as 
Opal relaxed and laughed through her nose, I fingered the power button for a second. I’ll admit, I 
daydreamt about ending the moment altogether. 
* 
 Opal had married my father when I was in the third grade, snatched him from the ghost of 
my mother with a dexterity I didn’t then understand. Perhaps that should have been enough to 
make me hate her, but I didn’t want to. I couldn’t. For months, she flit in and out of our house, in 
and out of my father’s bedroom, so quickly that my eyes couldn’t adjust to the sight of her—but 
when they finally did, I was as smitten as my father was. Maybe more so. 
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 I think about their wedding from time to time, how lovely Opal had looked with dew on 
her skin, gems in her hair. When she stood next to my father, all I could see of him were 
wrinkles and deflation. The priest led them through their vows, which I took no interest in, 
peering instead around the maid of honor, some college girl not much older than Opal. Longing 
to be closer to the bride, I fixed my gaze upon her just as her lip started to tremble. In the middle 
of her vows, she began to sneeze.  
 A titter went up from the pews, some overly fervent “bless yous” echoing out from the 
younger guests. In the commotion, Opal pursed her lips as if trying not to smile, dabbing droplets 
of sweat from her face.  
“All this planning and slaving to have a beautiful wedding, and I get a cold instead,” she 
said to the crowd. And as if on cue, I felt the sneeze build quickly inside of me, escaping once, 
twice, three times. The guests laughed. Opal turned to me, rippling with jewels, and ran her hand 
over my hair. “All right, doll?” 
She pressed her palm against my burning cheek, then looked swiftly at my father. 
“Is she okay?” he asked. 
“I think we’re two peas in a pod." 
“Then we’d better move quickly,” said the priest.  
But all their efforts to hasten the ceremony didn’t matter in the end. We sneezed through 
the service, shivered through the reception. Opal and I spent the wedding night wrapped in each 
other’s arms, sneezing on my father, one after another. And that was the first time. 
* 
 Days passed quietly after our careful dismissal of the threats before us. Opal went to 
work, and I stayed in the recesses of our home, looking at job postings online. There were fewer 
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and fewer, maybe due to the new sickness, so I took more breaks than I should have, navigating 
instead to the website where strangers message me. They asked me to come out, begged me to 
venture into the city to meet them. I messaged back telling them that, if I did, they could saddle 
the payments for my funeral. 
 If that’s what it takes to get you to see me, one stranger said. 
 I can’t have sex with you if I’m dead, I said. 
 You can’t be a shut-in forever, another said. 
 I can if it keeps me alive, friend, I said. 
 When Opal came home from work, we met as always in the living room. She sat in her 
usual chair, and I rested on the carpet at her feet. Above the din of the comedies we left onscreen, 
she recounted stories from beyond the walls of our home: how everyone had begun to don 
sickness masks, so many that they drifted blue and free on the wind alongside fast food 
wrappers. How once, when she was on the metro, a little boy’s cough nearly started a riot as 
passengers scuffled to escape the puff of his germs. How vacancies grew in Opal’s office, how 
management stopped asking questions and simply halted the absentees’ pay. How management 
stopped coming to work themselves. And all of this didn’t sound transient to me, not anymore. It 
sounded like wildfire.  
Just a week into the outbreak, I looked at Opal and asked her to stop going to work.  
 Her mouth tilted up in something neither a smile nor grimace. Over the onscreen laugh 
tracks and jingles of commercials, she said, “Perhaps it’s getting to that point.” 
 Twisting my fingers together, over and over, I said, “It has. I think it really has.”  
 “But,” Opal said, “I don’t want to get fired. Your father didn’t leave enough money to 
keep us afloat.” 
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 “They can’t fire you if you’re dead.” 
Opal exhaled. “Outbreak or not, we’ve still got bills. Food to pay for. We don’t know 
what’s happening right now, so I can’t just quit my job.” She paused. “And I’ll miss going 
outside. I’ll just miss it.” 
 “That’s absolutely irrational,” I said. After everything, I shouldn’t have wanted to protect 
her. But I do. An actor onscreen cracked another joke, something crass and unwelcome, so I 
stretched to grab the remote on the end table. I flicked through the channels and came to a rest on 
the news. The blue-eyed anchor was back, but already he was a changed man—his face was 
ashen, and he was shaking, just the faintest bit. He looked into the camera, looked into me, and 
told us to stay inside. Wash our hands. Await further instructions.  
 I looked at Opal. “You’re all the family I have.” 
 She began to nod. And I thought maybe she understood.  
* 
 My father and Opal had lasted longer than anyone had expected. At the time, I’d merely 
accepted—welcomed, even—that Opal was a suitable stepmother, a fair match for my father. But 
now that I’m older, I know that the odds were stacked against them.  
Strike one: My father had been Opal’s professor at university.  
Strike two: They married within a year of my mother’s passing.  
Strike three: No one believed that a girl of Opal’s youth would be able to parent me.  
Their marriage had survived despite all of these things, sustained for far longer than even 
my father’s and mother’s had. But it had taken them effort—this I knew from the shouting 
matches, the shattered porcelain, the apology roses that cropped up in the kitchen. So when Opal 
began to complain of chest pain, of anxiety that pulsed and fluttered within her, I felt it too.  
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I was a sophomore in high school when I came home, freshly bereaved from the horrors 
of a biology dissection, to Opal and my father screaming with their bedroom door shut. It was 
too much for me. I stood for a moment with the front door wide open, then slammed it shut as 
violently as I could. As I swung into the living room and turned on the television, they fell silent. 
“Are you pleased with yourself?” I heard Opal hiss. 
“I didn’t start this,” said my father.   
After a moment, Opal came into the living room. I sat motionless on the carpet, and she 
marched in front of the television, switching it back off. One hand held to her chest, she’d knelt 
before me and said, “You feel it too, don’t you?”  
And I had. I’d felt that staticky, trembling thing move beneath my ribs. I’d felt that 
fiendish fear. 
“It hurts me, that your father is creating this kind of environment for you,” Opal had 
whispered. “I want you to know that.” 
I’d nodded. My right hand crept up my torso, grasped gently at my chest. 
“I won’t let him hurt us like this. It won’t always be this way.” 
She had confused me, saying these things, but I’d trusted her. And when I nodded again, 
she’d put her hand over mine. Her lips twitched. But I trusted her.  
* 
 We stuck it out for a while, Opal and I, in the middle of that outbreak. We drew the 
blinds, so we wouldn’t be tempted by the sunlight, and we ate all the food in the fridge, so it 
wouldn’t go bad first. We watched as much television as we liked, allocating time for news and 
time for diversions. Neither of us knew what to do in an emergency like this. My mother 
would’ve, I thought. My father, too, but we don’t talk about that. 
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 We did a lot of talking though. More than even before, too much of it. I tried to lose 
myself in the days, drown in the monotony as we waited for those Further Instructions, but it was 
different with Opal home. Always wandering up the stairs to find me, prod me. Jealous of my 
seclusion, telling me so. I couldn’t just wave her away. She was everywhere. So tension grew 
between us, some new, unfamiliar poison, until day twenty six of our isolation came when I 
woke up to absolute silence. There was no Opal reading on the staircase. No Opal dozing in my 
father’s old bedroom, square on the king-sized mattress. No Opal in the kitchen with her cup of 
earl grey, no Opal bleeding brain cells on her chair with the television on full volume.  
 No car in the garage.   
 I walked stiffly into the living room and lowered myself onto the carpet. I’m not sure 
how long I sat there, my heart rate slowing, my hands numb, before I remembered to call her. I 
got her voicemail sixteen times before I phoned the police, who took our names and numbers and 
promised to send out a car. They never did. So I went to the window and pulled open the blinds 
for the first time in weeks, blinking in wake of the sunlight. I pulled out my phone again to 
message a stranger. 
 I feel very conflicted, I typed. 
 Tell me where you live. I’ll come over, they said. 
 Not yet, I said. 
 Opal came home after nightfall. From the spot I’d taken up at the window, I watched the 
car glide into the driveway, listened to the garage door open and shut. I was still pressed against 
the glass when I heard the weight of plastic grocery bags hit the ground behind me. Opal tapped 
me on the shoulder and whispered, “Emma?” She let her hand rest there. 
 “Tell me why,” I said. 
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 “Why what?” she asked, her voice wispy and tender. 
 “Why you let me think you were dead all day.” 
 With that gentle hand on my shoulder, Opal pivoted me to face her. Her expression was 
vacant as she said, “We needed food, doll. Someone had to get it. I want to make sure you’re 
fed.” She paused, searching my eyes. “What’s it matter, anyway? You’ve made it clear you don’t 
want me around anymore.” 
 I bent away from her, alarm rising in me. “How could you say that?” 
 “Sweetheart. I see how you ignore me, how you run upstairs the moment I stop talking. I 
see how disgusted you are when I touch you. I see you, on your computer. Hiding yourself from 
me.” 
 “That isn’t true, Opal. I love you.” I gestured to the dampness on my cheeks. I gestured to 
the chair I’d dragged to the window. 
 “I know you wish you hadn’t asked me to stay home,” she said. 
 “Don’t say that,” I said. “Don’t say that.” 
* 
 I think about my father from time to time, but my thoughts of him are intangible and 
shadowy. He hovers in the backdrop of my memories, ushering Opal to the forefront, but still 
he’s there. Lingering.  
 One of my last good recollections with my father was an afternoon spent at the 
university, getting a campus tour from him. Though strain had arisen steadily between us, we 
were both laboring to be agreeable, to speak lightly. He’d shed his teacherly persona, laughing as 
he steered me around that Saturday afternoon. He’d worn dark wash jeans I’d rarely seen him in 
and a smile that only surfaced when he was out of the house those days. Although I’d known the 
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campus well all my life—faraway afternoons with my mother delivering my father’s lunches, or 
evenings spent with Opal, waiting on the lawn outside of his office—I’d been pretending to be 
unsure as to whether I’d make the college my home. But at seventeen, I’d been living as Opal’s 
daughter for nearly a decade. I’d known I didn’t want to stray too far.  
 But it was just the two of us that day. No stepmom. We’d walked down the length of the 
school’s wide lawns, pilfered flowers from the soft grass, talked of nothing weighty or gray. 
When we came across a favorite building of mine or his, we stepped out of the sun and into their 
cool foyers. My father had told me I could major in anything I liked, but his spine grew 
straighter, his voice clearer, when we loitered in the halls of the journalism building—this, I’d 
thought, would be the place I’d spend the next four years. But I couldn’t let him know that yet. 
I’d withheld my eager smile, but I think he guessed what I felt anyway. 
My eyes were usually blind to all these familiar places, but that day I reimagined them 
ten years younger with my father and Opal drifting about, their elbows nearly touching. I saw 
them everywhere. When my father and I took to his office to eat the lunches we’d bought at the 
student center, I’d looked at his bookshelves and imagined him standing there, beckoning Opal 
to take a book from its depths. I’d looked at his lamp and pictured Opal taking hold of the light 
switch, flicking it off. I’d looked at the desk he sat at and envisioned Opal laying across its 
surface. And I’d looked at the window and pictured my mother, standing out on the lawn, 
watching her husband and his student the same day she’d turned around and gotten into her car 
and sped into a retaining wall.  
“Maybe Monday you can sit in on a lecture,” my father had been saying between bites. 
“No one will question you, you’re looking more like a college student these days.” 
“And more like mom,” I’d said, some sudden acidity in my voice. 
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He’d paused, decided to laugh. “Right. No one would guess we’re related.” 
“Great,” I’d said. “Good.” 
* 
Things did improve for a time between Opal and me. She gave me room to breathe, and 
in the missing space her silence left, I found myself leaning back into her. We got comfortable 
again. And Opal began showing back up at my bedroom door, asking me everything I was doing, 
pulling me downstairs with her jealous hands.  
But one night, after what felt like the thousandth time, Opal walked straight into my room 
and hovered over my shoulder, her voice splintering with need. I couldn’t handle it, felt the 
paranoia seize me. I dimmed the screen of my computer. I gripped my phone. 
 “Please,” I said. 
 “Emma, god damn it,” she warned. 
 I brought my fists down on the desk, hard. Again. Once more. “Please, please, please get 
away from me. Get away from me, Opal. Please.” 
 I felt her breath on the back of my ears. A cool hand reached around my face to measure 
my temperature.  
 “You aren’t getting sick, are you?” she murmured. I stiffened at her touch. 
 “No,” I whispered. 
 “Emotional instability. That’s one of the symptoms,” she said into my ear. There was a 
simper in her voice, and I couldn’t help but shudder. She felt me move and, laughing through her 
nose, withdrew. “Shivering, too.” I heard the door close behind her.  
 I trembled as I shook the mouse of my computer. But I knew what would calm me. I 
clicked into the address bar and went to check my messages, but my inbox wasn’t as full as 
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usual. As I read, slowly, steadily, all the strings keeping me aloft were snipped. I was nothing but 
a crumpled marionette.  
 I hope that you’re okay, read one note. And I hope that, if I don’t hear from you again, 
it’s because you’ve made it out of the city. That you’re doing good and you’re healthy.  
I’ve been put into quarantine, said another. We didn’t talk long, I know, but I wish you 
were here with me, to tell me it’s okay. 
I’m sorry we never got to meet, said the last. But I’m sick now. And I’m going to die. And 
that’s that. 
And that’s that.  
* 
There’s one other thing, one last thing, one that I shouldn’t think about for long. I’d grown to 
hate my father, I couldn’t help it, not with her voice in my ear, not with her sickness in my gut. 
He thinks so little of you, she’d told me. He wants to come between us, she’d said. He doesn’t 
want you, I know it, he’s told me, he says it should have been you, not your mother, it should 
have been you. And I couldn’t get her voice out, didn’t want to get her voice out. I’d believed 
her. I’d trusted her. Under my supervision, she planted those seeds, and she set me aflame. So 
when she’d shouted, I did too. When she’d wreaked havoc, I did too. And when she gave him the 
sleeping pills, I stood by with his whiskey, and there. Now you know. It’s my fault. It’s my fault. 
It’s my fault. 
* 
 I wake up, on our forty-first day of isolation, to a stillness that again should have warned 
me. There’s no noise from the television, no clattering from the kitchen below. Bleary-eyed, I 
dig my hands underneath my pillow, fingers grasping for my phone, but it isn’t there. Is it on the 
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floor? Is it deeper in the sheets? I inch slowly up against the back of the headboard, yawning, and 
feel my body pull towards a foreign weight on the mattress.  
 I freeze. 
 Opal lies atop my blankets, a paleness to her complexion, unnatural. Her eyes move 
madly below her lids, and she shivers. I’m edging away from her, scarcely breathing, when she 
wakes. I plummet from the mattress onto the floor and try to back away as far as I can manage, 
never once breaking my gaze. Opal tries to clear her throat. She can’t. 
 “Emma,” she whispers. 
 “Yes,” I say.  
 Her eyes widen and narrow and widen. A hand snakes up her neck, and she begins to 
scratch at her throat. “You’re all the family I have,” she breathes. 
 The horror of what she’s done to me, exhaling into me, doesn’t register at first. I get 
shakily to my knees, then up to my feet, patting the door behind my back for the knob. I grasp it 
as I watch her, petrified as I slide my body through the doorway. I’m not sure what I’ll do now. I 
can’t say. But from behind the door, I hear her sneeze.  
And as if on cue, I feel a sneeze build inside of me too. It escapes once. Twice. Three 
times.  
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A Moment of Communion 
She could have snuck the boy back out her window. She could have hidden the evidence 
of her sins and thought more carefully about how she’d lie. But Olivia was fourteen and scared 
and stupid, so she gave into the pounding at her locked bedroom door and opened it with no 
underwear on.  
Her father hastened inside to yank back her bedcovers and examine the looseness of her 
window and shout. Beside the bed, he found the pants of a boy concealed in her closet—Leo, 
who was hidden behind Olivia’s crisp white communion dress and her band tees. Of the pants, 
she said I don’t know how those got there. In the pocket of the pants, her father fished out a cell 
phone with a dying battery. And of the lock screen with her face on it, Olivia said I don’t know 
whose phone that is. And when he grabbed her by the front of her shirt (which she’d at least had 
the sense to put on), she gave up. She raised a wobbly hand and pointed to the closet and said 
fine. There. Look there. And pantsless, phoneless Leo inched out with his hands between his 
thighs, his black hair in his eyes, and Olivia grabbed the bottom of her shirt and pulled it down to 
hide herself too. Her father rocked back and forth on his feet, stifling something animal in him. 
He slackened the tautness in his fists. And the three of them stood there in their lopsided triangle, 
taking their measured breaths, all naked in one way or another. 
Her father told Leo to get dressed, then took him out in his car. They drove mostly in 
silence, the boy whispering directions to the father—left. Right at the light. Sorry, one more 
right. And when the two parked in Leo’s driveway, Olivia’s father told the boy about the time he 
was fourteen too, how he’d sat outside his sweetheart’s house at midnight, longing to rap on her 
window and come in, but hadn’t.  
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Miles away, Olivia sat in her bedroom, rigid under her blankets, still only half-dressed. 
She waited for her father to come home, waited for the forgiveness she wouldn’t get. Because, to 
her, he’d never tell that story. To her, he’d never say a thing.  
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Something Out of a Dream 
“It was a nice night, wasn’t it?” the girl said. 
 The boy beside her on the pier, who was gliding the pad of his thumb across her shoulder, 
paused. “What makes you think so?” 
 She raised her arm, the skinny thing, and fanned it across the sky. “It feels like a dream. 
Looks like one too. Do you see the way the mist is settling on the bay? It’s soft.” And so the boy 
looked out towards the bay and watched with her as clouds of fog pillowed against the water. He 
nearly shivered but stifled it instead with a clench of his hands. She was right—it could so easily 
have been a dream. 
 “It is,” he said.  
 “You look so happy and gentle right now. That’s rare.” She reached out to stroke his 
cheek but caught sight of her own hand with a start. “Oh! Look at that.” She wriggled her 
fingers, moving as if in slow motion. “I’m soft, too.” 
 He grasped her dancing hand and brought it to his mouth. He brushed his lips against the 
skin of her palm. “Soft hands.” Then he kissed each of her coarse knuckles, thumb to pinky to 
thumb, until she laughed and yanked herself away, pink blooms rising up her neck like rashes. 
He loved when she went rosy like that. 
 “These past few nights with you have felt like dreams. I’m sorry I fell asleep in the car 
earlier—I want to be awake for all our moments now. All of our new ones.” The girl, usually so 
brazen, looked away and leaned back against him, so he fitted his arm around her shoulders, 
pulling her tight. He was supposed to say something equally as tender here, but his mouth went 
dry. 
 “I didn’t mind that you slept,” he said carefully. “You’re…beautiful, when you sleep.” 
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 But from how she stiffened, from the hush that fell, he knew it wasn’t good enough, no 
matter how true. He knew what she liked: she was used to boys with limber tongues, suppler 
words. For a girl like her, he’d have to do much better. But he wasn’t sure he would have the 
time. 
 The boy twisted in his spot on the pier to pick up the food beside them. He handed the 
girl a cold eggroll wrapped in paper and began to tear into his own. The girl whispered her 
thanks. Not far in the distance, the Chinese takeout counter was closing, and from it came the 
metallic rattle of a security gate being drawn. The echo made him shake, so he sat up taller, tried 
to hold himself taut. He watched the lights go out as he ate the stale food, sour grease coating his 
teeth and his throat.  
 “How do you like it?” the girl asked. 
 “Delicious,” he said. 
 The girl took a bite of her eggroll and sighed. “So good.” But then she lowered her hands 
and suddenly smiled, looking at him again. “Can you go over the night with me, maybe? Will 
you tell me about it?” 
 “Why?” 
 “It’s so hard to remember, but I want to. I want it to be less a dream. More real.” There 
was a whinny in her voice. High-pitched, hopeful. It made him want to chew on his lip. It made 
him want to kiss her.  
 Instead, he tightened his grip on the eggroll, holding his desire steady. He took another 
bite. They boy tasted bitter cabbage, ground beef. Something like water chestnuts crunched 
between his teeth, so he chewed hard until the crunch was gone. It was enough to settle him. 
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 “Talia, you’re stoned. I’m stoned. I could tell you, but you won’t remember in the 
morning, anyway.” Casual, he thought. Steady. 
 She cast her takeout aside and fixed him with her glazen eyes. The whole of her swayed 
and wobbled. “If I won’t remember, what’s it matter?” She cocked her head. “Come on.” 
 He wanted so much to please her. He had to at least try.  
 “Alright,” he said, “fine.” So he traded the eggroll for one of her hands and began that 
steady exploration with his thumb, this time against the length of her index finger. “I picked you 
up. We went to a bar around the corner from your place for a drink, had some downers, and then 
we drove to your friends’. How’s that? Do you remember that?” 
 The girl beamed at him. “Annette and Vanessa’s.” 
 “Right.” 
 “And what did we do?” 
 “You know. Normal party things.” 
 The girl leaned away from him with the prettiest scowl, and the warmth she took with her 
made the boy ache. But he mirrored her anyway, scooting away on the curb, and watched her. It 
was surreal, how the mist framed the girl’s hair, how clearly he could read the yearning in her 
unfocused eyes. His gaze lingered there a second too long—he didn’t want to forget. 
 “Alright,” he said, “fine.” He straightened up again, trying to coax happiness, gentleness, 
into his eyes. “We were a little late, so there were a lot of people, and we couldn’t find your 
friends at first. When we did, they asked me to pick music. And then you danced. So I danced 
with you.” 
 The girl smiled. “Did people watch us?” 
 “Why?”  
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 “I want to know if people noticed that it was different between us. Because…I wanted 
them to notice.” 
 The boy felt a thrill, but he swallowed it down. “I’m not sure. I hope so.” They had.  
 “Keep going,” slurred the girl.  
 “We danced a lot. And we drank. You wanted to get high, so we got high.” The boy 
paused. 
 “Ah,” said the girl. “Right. I got so crossed.” She took a bite of her eggroll. 
 “Me too,” said the boy. He was sober. 
She watched him as she ate, and he wished for the first time that she wouldn’t stare. Her 
eyes, even unfocused and red as they were, threatened to tease out details he didn’t want to give. 
He looked back out across the bay and remembered how the girl had waved her arm in 
excitement. He wanted her to feel that still. So he gave a little smile. “Hold on, look. There. You 
can just make out the bridge.” 
 She followed his gaze, but only for a moment.  
 “Come on,” he said. “Isn’t that pretty?” 
“You’re acting kind of strange,” she said. And there, neatly, she hung the silence like a 
curtain between them.  
There were words buried so deep in his throat that could’ve made him heave, but he 
knew better than to let them. So he held his smile, held it with tight lips. “I’m fine,” he said. 
“Okay. Let me call for a ride and then I’ll tell you more.”  
 He called for a car, then looked at the girl and shook his head. “Here,” he said. “We 
stayed at the party for a while.” But in truth they’d left so quickly. 
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 “And hardly anyone bothered us.” But their dancing had been interrupted by someone 
who ruined everything, someone with a golden tongue and smoky breath. Awful. 
 “And you were so tired and messed up that I’d had to carry you to the car.” Saying this 
was a risk, he knew, because they’d been chased out, something violent and visceral. Sure 
enough, as the words left his mouth, she blinked. A crease formed between her eyes. Perhaps 
he’d taken his story too far. 
 But the moment passed, and she smiled at him. Her lips were tight, and she shivered a 
little, too, but she was probably cold. “So you finally took us to my favorite place for Chinese. 
That’s really sweet of you.” 
 “Yes,” he said. 
 “Did you have fun tonight?”  
 “I always have fun with you,” he said. He turned and looked out into the street, squinting 
until he spotted a car idling. He jerked his head towards it. “Think that’s ours. Are you ready?” 
 When she nodded, he held his hand out to her. For a moment, dread seemed to flicker 
across her face, but she grasped his hand, and they lurched themselves into the early morning. As 
they walked down the length of the pier, back into the street, the girl untangled her hand from his 
stealing away her warmth once more. She dug around in her bag to pull out a cigarette, lit the 
thing with limp fingers, and took a drag. The boy thought it was a sick habit, had watched her 
dependence take hold when that awful boy who had come before him passed his addiction 
down—but no. He wouldn’t think about that.  
She noticed him looking. “Needed one,” she said, holding smoke in her lungs.  
 “Are you okay?” asked the boy. 
 “Are you?” asked the girl. 
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 They came to a stop at the rear of the taxi, and he gestured at the driver to give them a 
moment. His mouth went dry as he scrambled for the words. “Listen. I’ve never been so happy,” 
he tried, “being here with you. Being more than your friend. Spending my nights with you. I’ve 
always wanted this. And I’m so much more than okay.” He let out the long, rattily breath that 
had threatened to escape from him all evening. There, he thought. Something good. Something 
for her to hold onto, later on. 
But she was quiet. So he looked at her, watched her mash her cigarette out on the street. 
She didn’t smile.  
 “Jake,” the girl said. She was beginning to tremble. 
 “What’s wrong?”  
 “I think I’m getting paranoid,” she said. And she was—he could hear it on her tongue. 
 “Don’t say that, you’re going to be fine,” he cooed, but when he opened the taxi door, she 
began to gasp, holding out her arms, pushing the car away from her. The boy hesitated, reaching 
out to touch her, but she stepped back towards the pier. 
 “This car is making me paranoid,” she said.  
 “We have to go home,” he said. 
“Listen,” she said. “Do you ever have dreams that feel real? Really real? Incredibly real?” 
She was forcing the words through her teeth, but it was loud enough for the driver to turn and 
look at them.  
The boy shook his head at the driver. “One second,” he said, closing the door. Then he 
shook his head at the girl too. “I don’t really dream, no. Look, I want to get you home.” 
 “I had a dream in the car, earlier.” She fixed him with those glazen eyes. 
 “Are you ready to go home?”  
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 “Wait. I want to tell you. Please.” She was begging. 
 “Talia—I—” 
 “Please.” 
 “Fine. Tell me.”  
 The girl shuddered. “I dreamt that we were driving away, and you were speeding. But 
there was someone ran into the street, and we were going so fast, and suddenly...Your whole 
windshield was cracked. And they were gone.” 
 “That sounds awful,” the boy whispered. 
 “But it was only a dream.” 
 “That’s right.” 
“Wait. There was a part I forgot. Can I tell you?” 
“You can tell me.” 
“I told you to gun it, in the dream. Because the someone on the street was—” And the girl 
said the name of the awful boy who had come before him.  
The boy grew hot with unease. He swallowed. “It was a nightmare, Talia. I promise.”  
He assured her again and again, over and over, until the girl began to nod. And when the 
boy opened the door to the taxi this time, she sat slumped in defeat. The boy climbed in after her, 
snug against the worn leather seats. For almost the first time all night, he felt something like 
security. He said sorry to the driver, and they drove away from the bay. Up, into the steep streets. 
Higher and higher, into the quiet of the suburbs.  
But then the girl gasped, “Wait!” 
And the boy said, “What?” 
“Didn’t we drive to the pier? Where’s the car? Is the car okay?” 
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The taxi driver glanced at the pair in the rearview mirror, something like concern curving 
his brow. But the boy just gave his best impression of a laugh and said, “We had another joint 
while we were eating, remember? Neither of us were okay to drive, so I left the car. I’ll get it in 
the morning.” 
The taxi driver looked away. And the girl nodded, closing her eyes. So the boy wrapped 
his arm around her quaking shoulders and stroked her hair for the last time, moving a strand out 
of her face with his thumb. He never thought he’d ever get to hold her like this. It was like 
something out of a dream, really. 
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Untitled 
 For the party, they’ve laid out chicken adobo warmed in casserole dishes. Longanisa, 
plump and red, stacked on platters. White rice in ceramic bowls. Pork sinigang in an electric hot 
pot, simmering and souring and acidifying the air. The children with dark tans chase each other 
around the dinner table and bump into their mothers, who are too absorbed in banter to scold. 
Among them stands his wife, dark kohl under her eyes and a serving spoon in her hand. He 
meets her gaze, and all the other women turn to do the same, chattering in that language he can’t 
understand. There’s a jolt in his stomach. He turns away, eats the white rice on his plate, cuts the 
fat from the adobo. He drinks from the fountain of sinigang and spits out the bones there. Their 
daughter emerges from the cyclone of scampering kids. She asks for a bite of anything at all. He 
clucks like a chicken in response, babbles a shadow of the tongue around them. From among the 
women turns his wife, who can pick out his mockery even above the clamor of a party, but she 
only shakes her head. Their daughter swallows half a longanisa. Their daughter jabbers his 
nonsense back to him. 
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Rekindled 
Denver was the earliest guest to check into the hotel. She showed up a week before the 
big day, covered in snow, holstering one suitcase filled with scrapbook bearing pictures from 
high school. It was not a time so far off; only three years had passed, but those years were full of 
things like alcoholism and academic failure and radio silence. Denver hadn’t heard from Emilia 
much aside from a save the date card sent seven months ago. It had startled her; twenty-one felt 
too young an age to be married, Denver thought. Too young, at least, for someone as fierce and 
untamed as Emilia. All Denver knew about Emilia’s husband-to-be was that he had to have been 
someone extraordinary to pacify her old friend–and also that he had enough money to book a 
destination ceremony his fiancée could never afford. But she’d never say that out loud. 
Denver sought out Emilia before going to her own room that day. She skimmed down a 
hall on the second story with shaking hands, her suitcase hopping at every fracture in the floor. 
Before she was halfway to the suite, Emilia strode out. She looked different, seemed thinner. She 
gave Denver a surprised smile, but then her mouth sank into a grimace. It was a moment of 
reckoning, two girls with equally sad faces weighing the dissimilarities of the other—in the 
corners of Emilia’s dark eyes, Denver could read the death of her parents from years prior and 
the tension of organizing a wedding. There were grievances dormant in the creases along her 
mouth, in the furrow of her brow, buried during Denver’s absence. There were things she no 
longer had access to.  
“You’re early,” Emilia said. 
 “I know. Sorry. I was just so excited to hear from you again,” Denver said. She propped 
her suitcase against the wall and dropped her bag on the wooden floor, raising her arms for an 
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embrace. A moment passed with palpable uneasiness before Emilia closed the distance between 
them and leaned into the hug, resting her temple against Denver’s. 
 “Thanks for coming.” 
 Denver spent the week after following Emilia around wordlessly. She stood at her side as 
Emilia berated hotel employees, accompanied her to town for salads and the occasional platter of 
French fries. They drove out to a nearby lake and chain-smoked Turkish Royals that made 
Denver feel like soda fizz. When they talked, it was often about how beautiful the snow was, or 
how Emilia’s fiancé was doing, but no words passed between them to account for the time they 
had spent apart. Denver wished, even in pleasant moments filled with snow angels and coffees, 
that she could ask how Emilia was feeling—but she still flew into a rage over personal questions 
like that. The last time Denver tried, Emilia’s words became clipped and she tugged out strands 
of her hair. 
 An aunt, cousin, and uncle or two arrived from Emilia’s side of the family. Their number 
was nothing in comparison to the fiancé’s guests; throughout the week, Denver shook more 
hands than she could count, all belonging to his accountant friends, his doctor family. Only twice 
did she see the fiancé himself, a thin plain man who darted in and out of the hotel as rapid as a 
hummingbird, a man so unlike the person she thought he’d be. Of those two times, he kissed 
Emilia thrice and spoke to her once. She told Denver, unbidden, that he was working as well as 
arranging last minute wedding details; he was busy, and she understood. Their connection was 
more spiritual anyhow. So Denver nodded and asked no questions. 
 The other friends began to pour in. Friends that had remained connected to Emilia, but 
not to Denver. Friends that were kinder in high school than they were now, crowding Denver out 
of conversations and rooms, offering her drinks with knowing smiles. Word had spread about her 
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shortcomings, she guessed. Once, she had walked outside into a group of them whispering about 
her DUIs, only for Emilia to hush them and offer her a cigarette. It was clear that in the quiet 
time she’d spent recovering, Denver had become an object of hilarity. And she wasn’t wanted, 
that much she knew. 
 But the day before the wedding, Emilia wanted to walk to town to shop with a few 
friends, and despite the seclusion she felt, Denver jumped at the chance to go. That afternoon, 
she found herself trailing three women she once considered her best friends, falling behind as if 
she wasn’t meant to be there at all. One girl, Lydia, pointed with a gloved hand down the hill, 
chattering about the outline of the neighboring town. Another, Gem, brushed her loose hair 
behind an ear and muttered that she’d be keener to explore it if they’d just drive instead of walk. 
But Denver only had eyes for the Emilia in the middle, swaddled with a plaid scarf and arms 
crossed tightly in front of her; she hadn’t said a word since they arranged the town visit, only 
laughed at passing comments and glanced back once in a while.  
There was a headache behind Denver’s eyes, a cadence of pressure that built and lifted 
with each glance of the ground. The snow was blinding, crisp under her feet, and the sound of 
her footsteps sent little stings to her brain. So she fixed her gaze to the courtyard trees with 
greenness from their branches peeking through, or to the sable coats of the girls she closely 
followed, but never behind to the hotel that shone as white as the snowfall. She was sweating 
beneath her many layers of wool, beginning to feel the pain in her teeth. The ache spiked with 
every shrill comment Lydia and Gem made, their voices assaults against her sanity—not only 
were they loud, but they reminded her so unpleasantly of their time at high school. Denver just 
wanted to talk to Emilia. 
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 Having hiked the sizable distance from the hotel to the town, they moved through a small 
alley and emerged onto a sidewalk awash with tourists. Denver was sickened by the noise alone; 
she held her hands against her head, her ears full of the telltale murmur that bred amongst 
crowds.  
 “Hey,” she said softly. Lydia, the more begrudging of the other pair of girls, stiffened. 
She turned her head mechanically to catch the Gem’s eye. No one spoke.  
 “Hey,” Denver said again, and Lydia swung around to face her. 
 “What. We literally just got here. What is it? What.” 
 Denver took a step back, stumbling from the curb. “I was just thinking that we could 
maybe eat before we shopped… And I have a headache, and I just… thought I could eat 
something before I took my pain killer.” She paused. “If that’s okay with Emilia.” 
 Emilia turned. She only wore concealer atop her dry skin, and her thick, dark hair was 
pulled up and away, exposing the weariness on her face. It was the day before her wedding, and 
Denver hadn’t seen her look quite so tired. Her expressions shifted with the fragility of a bird, 
eyes darting back and forth between each of them. She tightened the scarf about her neck, and 
Denver swelled with anticipation. 
 “Okay,” said Emilia, the side of her mouth twitching. She turned from the others, pulling 
off her mittens, and began to push through the crowd.  
 She paused just at the mouth of the tavern with barely enough room on the sidewalk to 
stand still, twisting her head to look at the others. A hand, pink with cold, rested at her lips; she’d 
been peeling skin from her fingers, and blood puddled along her nails. Lydia wriggled forward to 
put her gloves back on, fussing under her breath. 
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 “Lydia, Gem, you wanted to shop. Denver and I can eat alone, it won’t take long,” Emilia 
said, her arms forced in front of her, gloves sliding on. The other two hesitated, not wanting to 
lose time with the bride, but the harshness of Emilia’s gaze compelled them to go. They 
promised to meet back within an hour or two. 
 In the darker, calmer tavern, Denver’s headache began to abate, and her mouth watered 
with relief. Emilia chose a booth rather close to the bar, and Denver began to salivate for a 
different reason entirely; all week she had avoided places like the hotel restaurant, a buzzing inn 
outfitted with a long, bright bar that glimmered from the doorway. There had been dreams, 
striking dreams, involving that place. The bite of alcohol would remain in her throat when she 
woke. Three months sober, three months sober, she sang to herself. Don’t fuck it up. She began 
to sweat again and shed her jacket.  
 They ate quietly. Denver watched undressed pieces of lettuce journey from the plate to 
the fork to Emilia’s dry lips. She was eating far too little, and it reminded Denver of their junior 
year. Emilia’s parents had been taken in a car crash, and in the care of her silent, emotionless 
aunt, she had stopped eating. Every afternoon, Denver drove Emilia to a diner, ordering burgers 
and only having a bite when Emilia did too. I won’t eat unless you do, she said, and Emilia had 
rested her cheek against the table. She said she felt defeated, that hunger served as a reminder 
that her body was still working when her parents’ weren’t. A month or so later, Denver drove 
Emilia to the hospital. She had broken her fast to have a few drinks and passed out in the street.  
 Denver counted Emilia’s bites now, only a fourth of her salad gone. She began to feel hot 
with something like expectancy, wanting answers for Emilia’s weirdness. She leaned forward. 
 “Don’t you want something more than salad?” she asked. 
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 Emilia laughed. “You know, I did see chili cheese fries on the menu. But my wedding 
dress is a little tight.” She paused. “A shot, though. I could do with a shot of something.” 
 Denver put her hands into her lap and looked away. “I meant food…” she said. “You 
know I couldn’t.” 
 “How’s that going, anyway?” asked Emilia. 
 “Three months sober. Three months, two weeks, four days. Something like that.” Denver 
swelled with pride, the desperation for alcohol dwindling within her. 
 “‘Something like that’?” Emilia laughed again, a shadow drifting across her face. “That’s 
cute, having it down to the day. I’m proud, I guess.” But as a waiter passed, she leaned out and 
tapped him on the arm. “Sorry, can I get two shots of Tito’s? Thank you.” 
  Denver gaped at Emilia. “What’s your problem? Why would you do that?”  
 Emilia sighed, uncrossing her legs and putting down her fork. “What are you freaking out 
about now, Denver? What’s the real problem?” 
 “I’ve been wondering the same thing,” Denver said. “You’re a completely different 
person now. And I have no idea why you invited me here, to witness this. Why are you getting 
married if you’re so unhappy? I’ve been here for a week, and I still don’t understand anything 
that’s going on with you. Why—”  
 “Will you have that drink with me?” Emilia looked pointedly over Denver’s shoulder, 
looked away from her eyes.  
“Emilia—”  
“Hold on. I’m serious. Listen. I’m getting married tomorrow. It's been a long fucking 
affair, getting the details sorted and being here and talking to everyone. I need a break. Indulge 
me.” 
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Denver opened her mouth to protest once more, but Emilia raised a hand.  
“I’m sorry, but your three months sober isn’t a long enough time to boast about, alright? 
It basically means nothing at this point. I’m tense. Have a drink with me.”  
When the shots appeared on the table before them, Denver shook her head. She pinched 
the glass between a finger and thumb, her hands settling in that familiar, comfortable stance. 
“This is fucked, you know,” she said. 
And across the table, Emilia lifted her thin shoulders into a shrug.  
 
The first was liquid liberation—the vodka fired down Denver’s throat, the sting 
unmasked by any sugary sweet glaze of soda. Denver felt light. Swallowing it was second 
nature; easier, in fact, than taking a sober breath. Each moment after was underscored with a new 
drink, by angelic mouthfuls of whiskey and rum, a swig for every discomfort she had felt in the 
recent hours. A humming feeling rolled from her core to her nose and her fingers and her hips, 
and a wondrous, glistening varnish spread over her gaze. She marveled at the tavern around her. 
Her eyes rested on Emilia, sweet Emilia, whose features had opened like a window swung forth 
to let in the spring. She beamed openly at Denver and reached across the table to cup her cheek. 
 “I love you,” she said. 
 When they rushed out among the dwindling tourists, cackling as they had in high school, 
Lydia and Gem were nowhere to be seen. They went to another bar, and then another. Text 
messages and missed calls unchecked, they raced each other up the hill to the hotel, a beacon of 
sobriety resting against a backdrop of mountains, and they staggered and collapsed with ease 
Denver hadn’t felt with her since graduation. She clutched her bag against her, the scrapbook 
buried into her chest, and she knew it was nearly time to hand over the early wedding present. It 
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would evoke the good times, she hoped. Emilia would see it and their friendship would be 
mended. 
 Snow iced their limbs as the girls burst into the lobby. Emilia wheezed with minute old 
laughter, swaying against Denver, and a few of the fiancé’s family chortled at their disheveled 
arrival. Emilia gestured at one of his cousins and asked if her intended was back from his hike. 
When the girl shook her head, Emilia caught hold of Denver’s bag, nearly tugging her to the 
floor, and began to lead her to the second story. 
 “I’ll race you upstairs,” said Emilia. 
 “What do I win?” 
 “We have more whiskey in my suite, if you want,” Emilia said, hardly hesitating to hear 
the answer. Denver nodded languidly. Her head sloshed and pulsed with liquor and the remnants 
of a budding migraine, and the two ran upward.  
 They stumbled through the suite and sat against the bed, cold hands held together. Emilia 
withdrew an amber bottle from a nearby dresser, unscrewing the top, and she nearly spat her 
undiluted swallow back out. She passed it to Denver, who drank deeply. Upon lowering the 
bottle, she saw that Emilia had begun to light a cigarette. She laughed. 
 “This is a nonsmoking hotel,” said Denver, swiping the cigarette with a lethargic hand. 
“You dumbass.” She pulled on it, and then on the bottle, and Emilia lit a second. 
 “I didn’t choose this place,” she said. “His family’s been getting married here forever. 
I’m just another pawn in their tradition.” Emilia scooted away and turned to face Denver. She 
drank again, coughing, and slurred, “If you knew how lonely I was, you’d feel a lot worse for 
me, Denny. You don’t give a shit, I can tell.” 
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 Denver gazed at her and held her hand out for the bottle. “Just because I’ve had to take 
care of myself doesn’t mean I didn’t think about you.” 
 “Bullshit.” Emilia pulled the bottle into a lopsided hug, the mouth of it spilling into her 
chest, and she jerked upright. She pulled her hair from its ponytail, letting it drape across her 
shoulders.  “You became a full-blown alcoholic. That was selfish, but that was all you, Denny. 
Me? I met a guy who cared. This is my next step. He's gonna help me be stable, I'm not going to 
be like I was when we were at our worst.” She paused to smoke. “You see the difference? Don't 
ask me what I'm doing with my life, why I'm marrying who I am, whether I'm happy or not... 
Don't you dare question me when you can't control your own life. Look at you. Couldn't even 
stay sober today.” 
 It was quiet again. The only sound came from the ash of their cigarettes hitting the floor. 
Denver tried to get her eyes to focus, tried to move her mouth for a retort, but no sound came. 
She watched Emilia with her twin vices, her lips never idle—drink, puff, drink, puff. The thought 
of whacking her hands to the floor made Denver shiver. 
 “I’m getting married,” Emilia said. She pushed the bottle into the middle of the floor and 
picked up the lighter. “Can you believe it? It feels like what I should be doing. Maybe it’ll even 
me out. I sort of get why you wonder, because who fucking knows. I’d burn this place to the 
ground to get more time to think about it. God, I’m so nervous. These past three years have been 
hell. I just don’t know. And you weren’t there for it, Denny.” She ran a thumb encrusted with 
dried blood over the sparkwheel as if to light it and laughed a bit.  
 Denver felt around for her bag, and with a shaking hand she extracted the scrapbook. 
 “I want to give you your wedding gift early,” she said.   
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 Emilia fumbled the photobook and splayed it open across the bed. Each page contained 
spreads of boxy instant photos, a collection of grinning girls eyeing them from corner to corner. 
Pictures of the them at prom, at sleepovers, at the movies. Pictures of Emilia at the hospital, 
Denver clasping her emaciated body. Despite Emilia’s intoxication, she turned the pages 
delicately. Denver watched her eyes fill with the memories, then dart to the next—it was the 
reaction she had wished for, a happiness spun with each picture.  
“This is a lot,” whispered Emilia. 
“Yeah,” said Denver. 
 Emilia flipped through the pictures, finishing her cigarette. Midway through the 
scrapbook, she turned the cigarette upside and put it out on a picture of her own face. 
“This is nice,” she whispered, picking up the lighter again, shaking it in her hand as if 
contemplating. “But this isn’t us anymore.”  
 Emilia caught the sparkwheel with her thumb. She held the blaze to the book until it 
ignited, and the two girls watched the fire spread from page to page. Emilia looked over her 
shoulder at Denver, the flame illuminating the angles of her face. Denver, drunk and confused, 
began to cry, and raised her arms for an embrace. The two girls fell together.  
 The fire unfurled from the memories to the mattress, the thick bedspread devoured 
smoothly by the flame. Emilia loosened her grip from around Denver’s neck and moved away 
from the hug; she turned to observe the bed, drunkenly, and smiled at the orange tongues 
flickering toward the ceiling. She leaned in, saying how beautiful it was, and her loose hair 
tickled the blaze. It rushed from the bed to her curls to her clothes. There was shrieking, cries for 
water, and Denver shot to her feet and stumbled backward, reeling from the whiskey in her belly. 
She blundered to the door in a panic, calling for help, and she ventured one last glance at Emilia. 
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The bride reached down for the whiskey bottle and began to empty it onto her hair in a confused 
effort to douse the blaze. The flames leapt delightedly to catch the fuel. 
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